Abstract. In a series of papers starting with ASo] additive subbifunctors F of the bifunctor Ext ( ; ) are studied in order to establish a relative homology theory for an artin algebra . On the other hand, one may consider the elements of F (X; Y ) as short exact sequences. We observe that these exact sequences make mod into an exact category if and only if F is closed in the sense of BH].
Exact categories
This section is devoted to transferring some de nitions and basic results on relative theory developed for abelian categories in BH] and for nitely generated modules over artin algebras in ASo] to the context of exact categories. Furthermore, we show how one can construct a new exact structure on a category from closed subbifunctors of the extension bifunctor induced by a given exact structure.
Moreover, we study when an exact structure on a category A induces an exact structure on a factor category of A.
1.1. Axioms for exact categories. Let A be an additive category with split idempotents. From GR] This set of axioms is proved to be equivalent to the following one (see Ke2] ): Ex0 The identity morphism of the zero object id 0 is a de ation. Ex1 The composition of two de ations is a de ation. It is shown in Ke1, Appendix A] that each skeletally small exact category (A; E) admits an equivalence, F : A ! B with a full subcategory B of an abelian category C such that B is extension closed and an exact pair (i; d) is in E if and only if 0 ! F(X) F(i) ?! F(Y ) F(d) ?! F(Z) ! 0 is a short exact sequence in C. Moreover, it is established that an exact category also satis es Quillen's axioms from Qu]. As a particular consequence also the dual axiom of E1 is satis ed. Thus the duals of all axioms are satis ed. We sum this up in the following proposition which is used later. Proposition 1.1. If (A; E) is an exact category, then also (A op ; E op ) is an exact category where A op is the opposite category of A and E op consists of the pairs (d; i) such that (i; d) is in E.
There is always a unique minimal exact structure E 0 on a given additive category A with splitting idempotents. Namely, E 0 consists of all exact pairs (i; d) such that d is a retraction and i is a kernel of d (or alternatively i is a section and d is a cokernel of i). The exact structure E 0 is called the split structure. On the other hand, if A happens to be abelian, then the collection E A of all exact sequences in A is an exact structure which obviously is the unique maximal exact structure on A. Using that any additive category has nite direct sums and in particular uniquely de ned diagonal and codiagonal maps and that an exact category has pullback and pushout pairs, Ext E (C; A) becomes an abelian group under Baer sum.
As above, we denote by A op the opposite category of A. A functor F : A op A ! C is called a bifunctor, where C is some (additive) category. We say that a bifunctor F is additive if the induced functors F(C; ) and F( ; A) are additive for all objects A and C in A. Let F : A op A ! C be a bifunctor. A subbifunctor G: A op A ! C of F is said to be additive if G is an additive bifunctor.
We have that Ext E ( ; ) de nes an additive bifunctor A op A ! Ab, where Ab denotes the category of all abelian groups. Let F be a subbifunctor of Ext E ( ; ).
An exact pair
is said to be F-exact if (i; d) is in F(C; A). Being a subbifunctor in particular means that every pullback and pushout pair of an F-exact pair A i ! B d ! C given by maps C 0 ! C and A ! A 0 is again F-exact. In particular, a subbifunctor F of Ext E ( ; ) determines a collection of exact pairs which is closed under isomorphisms, pushout pairs and pullback pairs. Conversely, any nonempty collection of exact pairs which is closed under isomorphisms, pushout and pullback pairs, gives rise to a subbifunctor of Ext E ( ; ): A op A ! Sets in the obvious way.
As we are interested in additive subbifunctors of Ext E ( ; ), the following result is useful. Lemma 1.2. Let Next we explain the connection between exact structures and relative theories given by subbifunctors of Ext E ( ; ). Let F be a subbifunctor of Ext E ( ; ). De ne M F to be the class of morphisms in A containing all the de ations and in ations of all F-exact pairs, and all morphisms whose kernels and cokernels exist and belong to an F-exact pair.
Consider the following properties for a class M of morphisms in A. A M contains all zero in ations and de ations in A. B If is in M and = for some isomorphisms and , then is in M. C is in M if and only if Ker and Coker exist and they are in M. D If ( ) and are in ations (de ations) and is in M, then ( ) is in M. E 1 If and are in ations in M and is de ned, then is in M. E 2 If and are de ations in M and is de ned, then is in M.
A class of morphisms satisfying the properties A{D is called an f. class in BH].
Generalizing results from BH], we have that the above family M F of morphisms is an f. class. Note that when F induces an exact structure on A, then E 1 and E 2 are automatically satis ed for M F , by Proposition 1.1 and the axiom E1 of an exact category. F) . It is enough to show that an F P(F) -exact sequence of the form 0 ! K ! P ! C ! 0 with P in P(F) is F-exact, where C is any module in mod which is not in P(F). Let C be in mod not in P(F). Let f 1 : P 1 B 1 ! C ! 0 be the minimal right almost split map ending in C, where P 1 is in P(F) and B 1 does not have any nonzero summands from P(F). Then f 1 is a de ation in the exact structure E F on mod de ned by F. Let f 2 : P 2 B 2 ! B 1 be the direct sum of the minimal right almost split maps ending in the di erent indecomposable direct summands of B 1 , where P 2 is in P(F) and B 2 does not have any nonzero summands from P(F).
Then f 1 (id P1 ; f 2 ) = f 1 f 0 2 is a de ation in E F . This procedure we can continue and get a composition of de ations f 1 f 0 2 f 0 3 f 0 n : P 1 P 2 P n B n ! C; which is in E F . If at some point B n is zero for some n, then our claim follows. If to the contrary B n is never zero for any n, then the induced morphism from B n to C must be zero for some large n due to the Harada-Sai Lemma. Using this large n and considering the F-exact sequence it induces, the B n -part will split o and we get our desired sequence. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
where the upper row and the columns are F 0 -exact.
Since the middle column is F 0 -exact, there exists a unique t 0 : X ! G(A) such that G( )t 0 = t. We have that 0 = G( )G( )t 0 = G( )G( 0 )t 0 . Therefore G( 0 )t 0 = 0, since the last column is F 0 -exact. Now using that the upper row is F 0 -exact, there exists a unique t 00 : X ! G(A 0 ) such that G( )t 00 = t 0 and consequently G( )G( )t 00 = G( )t 0 = t. This shows that G( ) is the kernel of G( ).
Assume that s: G(B) ! X is such that sG( ) = 0. Then (sG( ))G( ) = 0, so that there exists a unique s 0 : G(C 0 ) ! X such that s 0 G( 0 ) = sG( We denote by P(E) and I(E) the full categories of A formed by the projective and injective objects. The subcategories P(E) and I(E) are closed under nite direct sums and direct summands.
2.2. Almost split maps and pairs. >From now on we restrict ourselves to KrullSchmidt categories, that is, additive categories where each object is a nite direct sum of indecomposable objects with local endomorphism rings. Thus the indecomposable objects coincide with those having local endomorphism rings. Suppose now that the Krull-Schmidt category A carries an exact structure E.
Using Lemma 2.1, the proof of the following proposition coincides with the usual one for module categories. Of course the main example of exact categories having almost split sequences are the categories of nitely generated modules over an artin algebra where coincides with D Tr. One obtains trivial examples by considering Krull-Schmidt categories A equipped with the split structure E 0 . For this structure each object is projective and injective. Hence (A; E 0 ) has almost split pairs provided A has almost split morphisms (which is always the case if A has only nitely many indecomposable objects up to isomorphism). Further examples of exact categories with almost split pairs appearing as subcategories of module categories can be found in Au] and ASm].
The following result is well-known for module categories over artin algebras Au]. ASo] ). Dually we de ne the full subcategory I(F) of F-injective objects. For two subbifunctors F 1 F 2 we have P(F 1 ) P(F 2 ) and I(F 1 ) I(F 2 ). In particular, P(E) = P(Ext E ( ; )) is contained in P(F) and I(E) = I(Ext E ( ; )) is contained in I(F) for any F.
Using Proposition 2.4 we prove that the F-projective and F-injective objects are closely related in an exact category with almost split pairs. Proposition 2.6. Let (A; E) be an exact category with almost split pairs and F an additive subbifunctor of Ext E ( ; ).
(a) The subcategory I(F) is equal to (P(F )) I(E). (b) The subcategory P(F) is equal to ? (I(F )) P(E). Proof. It follows directly from the Proposition 2.4 that P(F) is contained in I(F) and that ?1 (I(F )) is contained in P(F).
Let X be indecomposable and in I(F) but not in I(E). Then again by Proposition 2.4 we get that X 0 = ? X is in P(F) and X = (X 0 ).
The following characterization of the F-projective and F-injective objects for a subbifunctor F in terms of almost split pairs is useful. The proof easily generalizes from ASo].
Proposition 2.7. Let (A; E) be an exact category with almost split pairs and F an additive subbifunctor of Ext E ( ; ).
(a) An indecomposable non-projective object P is in P(F) if and only if the almost split pair P ! E ! P is not F-exact.
(b) An indecomposable non-injective object I is in I(F) if and only if the almost split pair I ! E ! ? I is not F-exact. 2.4. Almost split pairs under relative theories and modulo relations. Let us return to the case that F is a closed subbifunctor of the bifunctor Ext E ( ; ) for a given exact category (A; E). We saw in section 1 that such a subbifunctor yields a new exact structure E F on A which is contained in E. From the discussion of the projective and injective objects in E F at the beginning of this section it follows that P(E F ) = P(F) and I(E F ) = I(F). Proposition 2.7 allows us to understand how the existence of almost split pairs is inherited from (A; E) to (A; E F ). Proposition 2.8. Let (A; E) be an exact category and F a closed additive subbifunctor of Ext E ( ; ). If (A; E) has almost split pairs, then the exact category (A; E F ) has almost split pairs. These are the almost split pairs in E which do not end in an F-projective object or equivalently do not start in an F-injective object.
Proof. Since F is closed, F induces an exact structure on A by Proposition 1.4.
The claim now follows directly from Proposition 2.7.
We end this section with the following observation.
Proposition 2.9. Let (A; E) be an exact category and let R be a relation on A satisfying conditions (I) and (II) in Proposition 1.11.
(a) Then P(E = R) = P(E) and I(E = R) = I(E). (d) A has almost split morphisms (almost split pairs) if and only if A = R does. Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.11 that E = R is an exact structure on A = R. Further we only have to observe it follows from (II) that a morphism h in A is an isomorphism if and only if h is an isomorphism in A = R, so that h is a retraction in A if and only if h is a retraction in A = R.
Examples
The main objective in this section is to illustrate the constructions and the results of the previous sections by concrete examples. The examples, or more correctly the family of examples, we consider are all given over an artin algebra in terms of an ideal a in . We write Hom (a; ) = G, which is a left exact additive subfunctor of the identity id mod : mod ! mod . Denote by G 0 = id mod =G the associated quotient functor. Then we study the subbifunctors F G;0] , F G 0 ;0] and their intersection, and we show that they induce new exact structures on mod having almost split pairs. Moreover, the relation on mod given by R = ff : A ! B j G(f) = 0 = G 0 (f)g with the exact structure on mod given by the intersection F G;0] \ F G 0 ;0] induce an exact structure on mod = R having almost split pairs.
We also study the injectives and projectives of the above subbifunctors of Ext 1 ( ; ) and when they have enough injectives or projectives.
Throughout this section let be artin algebra and a an ideal in . De ne 0 to be the pullback of by the morphism . We want to show that G ( 0 ) is exact.
Since G is left exact, i C G( ) = i C 0 and the pullback Ext 1 (G( ); G(A))(G( )) is an exact sequence with all terms annihilated by the ideal a, it follows that G( 0 ) is exact and equal to Ext 1 (G( ); G(A))(G( )). Therefore the sequence is also F 0 -exact. This can be applied to the special cases F 0 = (0) and F 0 = Ext 1 ( ; ), that is, the F 0 -exact sequences are the split ones and all exact sequences respectively.
In the case when F 0 = (0) we want to de ne a relation R on the category mod with exact structure given by F G;0] \ F G 0 ;0] , such that mod = R is exact with the induced structure.
Proposition 3.4. Let be an artin algebra with an ideal a, and let G = Hom ( =a; ) and G 0 = id mod =G be as before, with exact structure on mod given by F = (II) Let X be an arbitrary module in mod and r a morphism in R(X; X). Then r is of the form i X r 0 X for some morphism r 0 : G 0 (X) ! G(X), where i X : G(X) ! X and X : X ! G 0 (X) are the natural inclusion and projection, respectively. All the elements of R(X; X) are of this form. In particular, it follows that r 2 = 0. Therefore (id X +r)(id X ?r) = id X and id X +r is an isomorphism for all X in mod and r in R(X; X). This nishes the proof.
We have the following immediate corollaries of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. Corollary 3.6. Let be an artin algebra with an ideal a, and let G and G 0 be as before, with exact structure on mod given by F = F G;0] \ F G 0 ;0] . Let R be the relation on mod given by R = ff : A ! B j G(f) = 0 = G 0 (f)g. Then mod = R with the exact structure induced from F modulo the relation R has almost split pairs.
In view of the above results it is evident that it is important to be able to calculate the relative projectives and relative injectives. Before we do this in some classes of examples we need to prove some elementary properties of the functor Hom ( =a; ). by the adjoint isomorphism. This completes the proof of the lemma. Next we give some properties of additive left exact subfunctors of the identity functor that follow easily from the above characterization of these functors. By (b) we get that G 0 G(X) = 0, hence G 0 G = 0.
(d) Using that G = Hom ( =a; ) = ann a ( ) it is easy to see that for an arbitrary module X in mod G G 0 (X) = G(X=G(X)) = Hom ( =a 2 ; X)=G(X);
since ann a (X= ann a (X)) = ann a 2 (X)= ann a (X Applying G to this diagram and using (b), it follows that G(E) = G(M) and therefore G 0 (E) = X.
These easy observations naturally lead to some interesting special cases as we see later.
Corollary 3.9. Let G = Hom ( =a; ) for an ideal a in and let G 0 = id mod =G. It follows that Hom ( ; X) = Hom ( =a 2 ; X) = ann a 2 (X) for all -modules X in mod . In particular this is true for X = , which implies that = ann a 2 ( ) and therefore a 2 = (0).
(b) Using the exact sequence of functors 0 ! G ! id mod ! G 0 ! 0, the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is immediate.
If a 2 = a, then it follows from Proposition 3.8 (d) that G G 0 = 0. Conversely, assume that G G 0 = 0. Hence, Hom ( =a 2 ; X) = Hom ( =a; X), or equivalently ann a 2 (X) = ann a (X), for all -modules X in mod . In particular this is true for X = =a 2 , from which it follows easily that a a 2 and therefore a = a 2 . Using that the union of two covariantly nite subcategories of mod is again covariantly nite we have the following immediate corollary of the two previous result when a 2 = a. (b) implies (c). Suppose =a is a projective -module. Then a is also a projective -module and it follows that G 0 = Hom (a; ), which is an exact functor.
(c) implies (d). Suppose G 0 is an exact functor. Then =a is a projectivemodule and therefore a is a direct summand of . Hence there exists an idempotent e such that a = e. Since a is a twosided ideal, a = e . We claim that b = G( ) =
(1 ? e) . Clearly, we have that (1 ? e) b, since a(1 ? e) = e(1 ? e) = (0). Let x be in b. Then x = ex + (1 ? e)x. Since e is in a, it follows that x = (1 ? e)x and therefore b = (1 ? e) = (1 ? e) . Moreover, we have that a + b = .
Let X be an arbitrary =b-module viewed as a -module. Since G(X) = fx 2 X j ax = (0)g and X is a =b-module, we have that (0) = (a+b)G(X) = G(X) = G(X). This shows that mod =b is contained in Im G 0 , hence Im G 0 = mod =b. Using dual arguments as above and the previous result the following corollary follows directly. The aim of this section is to show that the results on relative homology developed in the previous sections can be used to understand the exact structures of the arising subspace categories in the cases just mentioned. This provides an interesting connection between relative homology and vector space category techniques which seemed to be parts of the representation theory of artin algebras which lie very far from each other. We get an illustration of our earlier results, and can also apply them to obtain information on subspace categories.
Before we recall the relevant material about vector space categories, we discuss more generally bimodule problems. Doing so, we will invoke various notations and basic results from GR] but we remark that the use of bimodules has a long history (see e.g. Dd]). We x a commutative artinian ring k and consider a Krull-Schmidt category K that is is k-nite which means by de nition that K is a k-additive category whose morphism spaces are nitely generated k-modules. (a) The exact structure on the category rep a H is obtained from mod in two steps, by rst taking the exact structure on mod given by the subfunctor F = F G] \ F G 0 ] of Ext 1 ( ; ), and then taking the induced exact structure on mod = R for the relation R de ned above. (b) The projective objects of rep a H are the E F -projectives and the injective objects of rep a H are the E F -injectives.
(c) The category rep a H has almost split pairs.
4.2. Subspace categories of vector space categories. We now recall the notions of a vector space category and its subspace category and motivate the concepts from the point of view of bimodules.
In many applications bimodules of a particularly simple shape arise. Namely, one considers the case that L is a semisimple category with only one simple object S (up to isomorphism). Let D = End (S) op . Then D is a division ring which is nitely generated over k. In this situation the bifunctor H is completely determined by the covariant functor M := H(S; We now return to the example of the bimodule H = Ext 1 ( ; ) discussed above.
Assume that the ideal a giving rise to this bimodule is homogeneous semisim- (b) If we equip mod with the exact structure given by the subfunctor F mod =a and mod = R with the induced exact structure, then this equivalence maps the exact pairs in mod = R to the exact pairs in C. (c) The indecomposable projective objects in C are the images of the indecomposable objects in P( ) and in mod =a, and the indecomposable injective objects are the images of the indecomposable modules in I( ) and in D Tr(mod =a). (d) C has almost split pairs.
We can give a more explicit description of the projectives. Denote by P(S) the projective cover of S. Obviously P(S) is up to isomorphism the only indecomposable projective module in mod which is not a =a-module. On the other hand, if X 2 mod =a, then (X) = (0; 0; X). Consequently, we obtain: Corollary 4.3. The indecomposable projective objects in C are exactly all (0; 0; X) such that X in mod =a is indecomposable together with the object (D; S ; rad P(S)) where S maps the unit element of D to the canonical extension: 0 ! rad P(S) ?! P(S) ?! S ! 0
We do not know a similar description for the injectives. We consider a small variation of the above example. We now let a be the ideal 0 0 R 0 in = D 0 R B which satis es a 2 = 0. This ideal a is also homogeneous semisimple as right -module and the corresponding simple module S is the same as before. But now the factor algebra =a is D B. Hence the indecomposable =a-modules are not only the indecomposable B-modules but also S itself appears. Thus in contrast to the previous case C is properly contained in M D although N = 0. Actually, the only indecomposable object in M D not belonging to M D N is (D; 0; 0). Altogether, we nd an additional indecomposable projective object namely (0; 0; S) and loose the indecomposable injective object (D; 0; 0). However, if R 6 = 0, then S is not projective and hence a new indecomposable injective object namely (D Tr S) arises. We do not know a good description for this subspace.
Let us nally come to the classical reduction functor of Roiter which is the functor if we consider the following situation: The given algebra is de ned over an algebraically closed eld and is not semisimple. Therefore one can chose an element which generates an ideal a lying in rad which is simple as right and left module. Consequently, S is a =a-module and C = M D N . The general description of the projectives as in our remark applies. Concerning the category of injectives in M D N we only know that it is (I( )) (D Tr(mod =a)). This is not a too convenient description, but at least it can be calculated in some examples.
5. We de ne the k-algebra B as the triangular matrix algebra A 0 M k which is usually called the one-point coextension of A by M. The nite-dimensional left modules U over B may be considered as triples U = (U 0 ; U ; U 1 ) such that U 0 2 mod A, U 1 2 mod k and 2 Hom k (M A U 0 ; U 1 ). Namely, the corresponding module is U 0 U 1 , the multiplication with elements of A on U 0 and with elements of k on U 1 is obvious and the multiplication of an element m 2 M with u 0 2 U 0 is given as m u 0 = U (m u 0 ) 2 U 1 . Morphisms in mod B appear as pairs (f 0 ; f 1 ) with the obvious commutativity requirements.
The full subcategory prin B of mod B given by all U = (U 0 ; U ; U 1 ) such that U 0 2 proj A is easily seen to be extension closed. It is often called the subcategory of prinjective B-modules. The module S := (0; 0; k) is simple projective and lies in prin B. The full subcategory prin 0 B of prin B given by all objects which do not admit a direct summand isomorphic to S is therefore again extension closed. We will describe an exact equivalence : M k 0 ! prin 0 B. For this purpose we pick an object X = (X ! ; X ; X 0 ) in M k 0 and denote by^ X a cokernel map M A X 0 !X ! of X . The equivalence sends the object X to the module (X 0 ;^ X ;X ! ) and acts on the morphisms in the obvious way.
If P i , i = 1; : : : ; n, is a complete family of non-isomorphic indecomposable modules in proj A, then S together with (P i ; id; M A P i ), i = 1; : : : ; n are consequently up to isomorphism the only indecomposable objects in proj B. As proj B prin B and prin B is closed under kernels of epimorphisms, proj B is the category of projectives in prin B. Since A semisimple, the categories mod B r and prin B r coincide. If N is a submodule of M, then by adapting bases we may assume that N is generated by 1 ; : : : ; q for some 0 q r. Hence we get (B r ) N = B q . Because B q is hereditary, the subcategory prin N B is closed under submodules. Consequently prin N B is the torsion free class F of a torsion theory (T ; F).
Let us consider the various cases for r and q. If q = 0, then N = 0, and, if q = r, then N = M. Hence these cases were already considered above. Thus we may suppose r > 1 and 0 < q < r.
For r > 1 the Auslander-Reiten quiver of B r always has one preprojective component, one preinjective component and an in nite family of regular components.
Clearly the projective modules are in F. We obtain another torsion free indecomposable module if we consider the unique non-simple indecomposable projective B q -module V as B r -module via extension by 0. As r > 1 and q < r the module V is regular. If the preprojective component would contain an indecomposable which is not torsion free, then it contains also an indecomposable torsion module. Namely, because the preprojective component is closed under predecessors, any direct summand of the torsion submodule has to be preprojective as well. But any preprojective module generates all regular modules and therefore V would be torsion. From this contradiction we derive that all preprojective modules lie in F.
To deal with the preinjective component, we observe that for r > 1 all preinjective modules U satisfy dim k U 0 > dim k U 1 whereas all projective B q -modules U satisfy dim k U 0 dim k U 1 for all q 0. Therefore none of the preinjective modules can lie in F. We claim that actually all preinjective modules belong to T . The reason is that the preinjective component is closed under successors and therefore any indecomposable summand of the torsion free factor module of a non-torsion module in the preinjective component would have to be preinjective as well. We want to show that after possibly changing U C and V C the modules in C belonging to F = prin N B r are precisely the successors of U C in C and the modules in C belonging to T are precisely the predecessors of V C in C. For To prove or claim by contradiction, we assume that a right minimal h : W ! V in prin N B r exists. Firstly, we know that V is not projective and therefore there is a non-split short exact sequence in prin N B r ending in V . By factorizing the nonsplit epimorphism ending in V through h, we see that h has to be an epimorphism as well. Since prin N B r is closed under submodules, this yields an almost split sequence ending in V and starting in some V 0 . But we know the almost split sequences starting in all indecomposables in mod B r and V does never occur as end term.
We remark that as a torsion free class the subcategory prin N B r is covariantly nite in mod B r . Hence the one-sided existence of almost split sequences also follows from Kl].
whose rst and last rows are con ations. By looking at the squares on the left, we write down the following commutative diagram Its rst row is a con ation by construction. Its second row is a con ation by the 1st step. So the morphism m is invertible by the 2nd step. Thus g is an isomorphism and i 0 is an in ation.
C. From set 2 to set 1 
